NEW WAYS TO PROBE ELECTRONS IN SEMICONDUCTORS

ABSTRACT

The revolutionary effects of advances in semiconductor technology on our everyday lives continues unabated. We constantly interact with billions of computational, memory and imaging devices where tiny packets of electrons are pushed around every nanosecond inside slivers of silicon. As these devices move away from traditional circuit boards into flexible electronics, new materials, physics and processing technologies are being explored to replicate their functionality on non-silicon substrates. This brings about different experimental challenges to understand how electrons fundamentally behave in novel semiconductor materials. In this colloquium I will use the prototypical MOS device structure to first illustrate the storage of electron charge in non-volatile memory devices. I will then describe the challenges in fabricating such devices using new materials and our approach to probing the stored charges during read-write operations. In the latter part, I will discuss recent proposals to incorporate magnetic semiconductors for storing information using electron spin. This poses extra challenges to measure the magnetic properties of electrons in such materials. I will then describe two novel experimental techniques developed by our group to probe spin magnetism in semiconductors.
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